
Message Center
Reception Displays

FEATURES

> Up to 30 pre-programmable
pages of text

> Timed text features, allowing
relevant pre-programmed
information to be shown at a
particular time and day

> Freestanding, wall-mounted and
desktop models

> Available in a range of text colors
and brightness

> Space is available on the unit for
your logo or text

> Simple, easy-to-use programming
options

Standard & customized
models available

Edwards' elegant, eye-catching reception displays can enhance

your lobby area, providing clear visual communication to customers

and employees alike. These dynamic, colorful, variable-message

signs draw the customer's attention to the information you wish to

communicate. Customers can choose from a wide range of

standard units, or have a display customized to their specifications.

Reception displays provide up to 30 pre-programmed pages of text

which can be programmed to be shown at a particular time and day.

Styles include freestanding totems, wall-mounted displays or desk

top units which are available in a range of text colors and

brightnesses. Space is available on the unit to add your company

logo or text.

Simple, easy-to-use programming options include windows-based

software, which can be linked to an existing network, or a keypad

controller. Multiple displays can be controled from a central PC.

Edwards reception displays are a perfect solution to enhance the

aesthetics of your reception area, reduce congestion in busy areas

and provide an effective method of communication. Displays are

ideal for company receptions, hotels, restaurants, cinemas,

conference centers, financial institutions, country clubs, colleges

and universities, and retail applications.
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